Session XCVI

Call to Order 3:11
Rains
Sample
Ad Hoc Member- Elwick
Brown absent
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes
Elwick sec Rains

Reports:
- Chair's Report- Were talking about awards today and talking about mandatory candidates meeting with everyone running so I can give them a list of everyone running and remind them of a few rules and what the positions are and understand the procedure for elections meeting.
- Vice Chair's Report- No report
- Secretary's Report-
- Academic Affairs
- Congressional Administration
- External Affairs
- Human Diversity
- Problems and Projects
- Public Relations
- Ways and Means
- Legislative Assistant

Special Orders
Old Business
New Business

Items to Be Considered
960503 An Act Putting the Game in Game Room (Watts)
Rains sec Watts
Watts: This is putting games in games rooms act, Union was going to renovate game rooms by crossroads. They still have plans just not money, thought of a few games we could install, foosball table, darts, pool tables. Total cost is in the region of $5000, were going to throw in about $3500 and they will cover the rest of that funds. Maintence and upkeep will be handled by the union. We agreed concurrently arcade games hard to manage, ether be free or charged and money sink up so actual physical games better
Rains: who manages the supplies for the games?
Watts: Not a lot of problem with that, since installed pool tables only one pool ball has gone missing. I think if people did start stealing them union would replace them since union is responsible for upkeep.

Motion to give 960503 a rec of do pass Rains sec Elwick
960504 Emergency Allocation #1 (Cramm)
Rains sec Elwick
Motion to table 960504 Rains sec Elwick
960903 A Resolution Expressing Condolences to the University of Texas (Rains)
Elwick sec Rains
Motion to give this bill a rec of do pass Elwick sec Rains
Follow-Up Reports
General Discussion
Awards: The Rod Jaromi Award: the award for monumental change to government and student body
Sample: I know who I want to give it too
Rains: Matt?
Sample: Yes
Rains: What other awards?
Sample: Last year we did most valuable committee members from every committees
Watts: Most outspoken?
Rains: I think best at Roberts rules. Most Orderly
Rains: Most likely to be late- Morgan Benjamin
Rains: Do people vote on these or do we select ?
Sample: we select
Rains: Do they get anything?
Sample: a certificate
Rains: Most likely to write legislation
Rains: Most likely to debate or object or hostile amend???

Adjourn
Motion to adjourn Elwick sec Rains

Chair: Emily Sample
Vice-Chair: Chelsea Brown
Secretary: Kaylee Rains
CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 960503
SENATE BILL NO. GS16-XX

AS INTRODUCED
A congressional act authorizing the purchase of games tables with the Student Initiatives Fund, providing for a short title, providing an effective date, and providing for distribution.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT ASSOCIATION:

Section 1: Title: This act shall be known and may be cited as the “Putting the ‘Games’ in ‘Games Room’ Act of 2016”

Section 2: Purpose: The purpose of this act shall be to outfit the Henry W. Sr. and Claudine Browne Game Room, located on the first floor of the Oklahoma Memorial Union, with a number of games, including shuffleboard, darts, and foosball. These additional games would add to the atmosphere and appeal of this room, further fostering an atmosphere of fun and recreation for both current and prospective students. The cost breakdown is as follows:

$3500.00, to be split between the costs of a shuffleboard table, a dartboard, and a foosball table, with the remainder of the cost to be provided by the Oklahoma Memorial Union.

Total: $3500.00

Section 3: The Undergraduate Student Congress hereby authorizes the purchase and delivery of a shuffleboard table, a dartboard, and a foosball table to be purchased, at a cost of $3500.00 to the Student Initiatives Fund, and to be placed and maintained by the Oklahoma Memorial Union.

Section 4: Copies of this act shall be distributed to:
David L. Boren, President of the University of Oklahoma
Michael Giesecke, Assistant Director, Oklahoma Memorial Union
Laura Tontz, Director, Oklahoma Memorial Union
The Oklahoma Daily
OU Nightly

Author(s): Trevor Watts, Chair, Academic Affairs Committee
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